Adsorption from binary solutions on the polymer-tethered surfaces.
A density functional study of adsorption from binary solutions on surfaces modified with tethered chains is presented. The tethered chains are modeled as freely jointed tangent spheres. The fluid molecules are spherical. All species interact via the Lennard-Jones (12-6) potential. The substrate is neutral with respect to all chain segments but the surface-binding segment, and it interacts with the fluid molecules via a Lennard-Jones (9-3) potential. Depending on the parameters of the model, different shapes of the relative excess adsorption isotherms are found. The density profiles of all components are analyzed. It is shown that the surface region is highly inhomogeneous. An influence of the grafting density, the length of grafted chains, the nature of the solution, and its composition on the adsorption mechanism and the structure of the bonded-phase is investigated. The theoretical predictions are consistent with the results of computer simulations and experimental data.